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Introduction
In Dobbs, the U.S. Supreme Court overruled Roe v. Wade, holding that abortion is not a constitutional right
• Under
• Many

Dobbs, the power to regulate abortion is given back to the states
states have already enacted laws banning or restricting abortion

• Ultimately,

expected that up to 26 states will ban abortion

Dobbs decision and new state-based approach raises questions for group health plans
• Is

abortion covered under the employer group health plan?

• Can

abortion continue to be covered by an employer plan in states that restrict abortion

• Can

employers (through the group health plan or otherwise) reimburse travel expenses for plan
participants that reside in states where abortion is prohibited or limited
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New York Times Chart --
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Must My Plan Cover Abortion
In general, group health plans do not have to cover abortion subject to the Pregnancy Discrimination Act
• Under

the PDA, plan must cover abortion where the life of a mother would be in danger if the fetus is
carried to term, and medical care related to abortion complications

Some states require abortion coverage (for insured plans)

Review your plan document and determine what is currently covered
• Common

plan term – abortion is viewed as elective and is therefore not covered except where a
mother’s health is at risk or pregnancy due to rape or incest
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Can Our Plan Still Provide Abortion Coverage
Can a plan provide abortion coverage for employees located in a state that prohibits or restricts abortion?
• First

question – is plan self-funded or fully insured?

Self-funded plan likely can provide abortion benefits even to participants in states which restrict abortion
• ERISA

generally preempts “any and all” state laws to the extent they apply to employee plan benefits

• However,

a participant in a state with abortion restrictions may not be able to obtain abortion care in
his/her own state
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Can Our Plan Still Provide Abortion Coverage (continued)
With a fully-insured plan, the employer “plan” is covered by ERISA and subject to ERISA preemption
• But

if the plan is funded by a policy of insurance, insurance is subject to state law and regulation

• Whether

an insurance carrier can provide any abortion coverage will depend on how the state’s
abortion / insurance laws are written
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Can Our Plan Still Provide Abortion Coverage (continued)
As a practical matter, if your state prohibits or restricts abortion, insurance coverage is likely to incorporate
prohibition / restriction

As discussed later in the presentation, an employer with a fully insured plan in a state that limits abortion
may be able to provide abortion or abortion travel coverage through an integrated HRA or EAP
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Can an Employer / Health Plan Pay for Abortion
Related Travel Expenses?
Short answer is yes – but method used determines whether amounts reimbursed or paid are a taxable or
non-taxable benefit
Under IRS Code, “medical care” paid for through an employer plan is a non-taxable benefit
• Medical

care includes not only treatment, but also certain travel expenses where travel is necessary to
access treatment

• IRS
-

rules provide specifically that medical care includes:

Transportation costs (i.e., plane / bus /rail ticket/mileage)
- Note: Mileage is reimbursed at medical expense mileage rate of $.22 a mile

- Lodging up to $50 per night
- Meals generally not included (unless provided by medical facility)
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Can an Employer / Health Plan Pay for Abortion
Related Travel Expenses? (continued)
Self-funded employer who is interested in covering travel costs should start by reviewing current plan
provisions
• Some

plan documents may already have a provision under which travel expenses for any procedure are
covered (subject to IRS rules) where travel is required to access treatment

If your plan already covers travel necessary to access covered medical services and plan provides some
abortion coverage, the plan likely does not need to be amended to provide necessary abortion-related travel
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Creating an Abortion Related Travel Benefit for a Selffunded Plan
Adding abortion related travel benefit to the Health Plan:
• Self-funded

employer could add a travel benefit to its group health plan (amend plan document) so long
as TPA willing to administer the benefit

• Any

travel expense coverage will be subject to the IRS rules discussed previously

• Employer

with a fully insured plan in state where abortion banned generally cannot add a self-funded
abortion or abortion-related travel benefit directly to the plan because carrier will not administer or
accrue those costs to plan deductibles, OOPM, etc.
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Example of TPA administered benefit:
Expanded Travel Coverage
Benefit Offering Overview – Some Details Under Review
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Creating an Abortion Related Travel Benefit for SF Plan
(continued)

If an abortion-related travel benefit is provided through the health plan:
• Benefit

is only available to employees enrolled in the health plan

• If

an employer plan is a qualified High Deductible Health Plan (HDHP), covered travel benefit is subject
to plan deductible thresholds

• Mental

Health Parity – if a plan does not generally provide travel benefit where needed for treatment,
adding a travel benefit solely for abortion services may create mental health parity issue:
- Consider adding travel benefit for any covered medical procedure not available within a certain
geographical limit (i.e., 100 miles)
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Creating an Abortion Related Travel Benefit for a SF Plan
(continued)

Integrated HRA providing abortion related travel benefit
• Unless

set up as an excepted benefit HRA (EBHRA – limited to $1800), HRA must be integrated with
the health plan and would only be available to health plan participants

• If

employer’s medical plan is an HDHP, HRA could only apply post-deductible

• HRA

is best administered by TPA

• HRA

will be subject to ERISA, HIPAA and COBRA
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Creating an Abortion Related Travel Benefit for a SF Plan
(continued)

Employee Assistance Program (EAP) providing abortion travel benefit
• Threshold

question: Does abortion-related travel EAP meet IRS requirements for an EAP and therefore
enjoy excepted benefit status (i.e., not subject to ACA)?

• Under

IRS definition, EAP cannot:
1. Provide “significant” benefits;
2. Be coordinated with benefits under another group health plan;
3. Condition participation on employee premiums or contributions, or
4. Require any cost sharing

• Traditionally,

EAP provides low-cost, short-term counseling and mental health triage
and referral services

• Guidance
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Creating an Abortion Related Travel Benefit for a SF Plan
(continued)

If EAP providing abortion travel benefit meets IRS EAP requirements, very flexible option:
• EAP

can be offered to all employees (regardless of health plan enrollment status)

• Because

EAP is an excepted benefit, benefits are not subject to HDHP deductible constraints or
ACA requirements

• EAP
-

is subject to COBRA if medical benefits offered

Increased COBRA burden; initial COBRA notice and COBRA election notice must go to all
employees

• Employer
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Creating an Abortion Benefit for Fully Insured Plan
Employer with insured plan that does not cover abortion could also consider creating an HRA or EAP that
covered abortion (both procedure and travel)
• Same

caveats discussed above would apply, i.e., unless a EBHRA used, HRA must be integrated with
group health plan, meaning only employees on health plan would qualify; subject to HDHP deductible,
etc.

• With

respect to EAP option, it seems likely that an EAP providing abortion services (not just travel)
would convert the EAP into an ACA regulated health plan;

• EAP

that pays only for abortion-related travel passes IRS test and qualifies as an excepted benefit EAP

• Again, further guidance would be helpful
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HSA and FSA Funds
Can employee HSA and FSA funds be used to pay for abortion-related travel
· Yes, as discussed earlier, abortion-related travel (if needed to obtain service) is a “qualified
medical expense”
· Subject to IRS reimbursement rules noted above
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Creating a Non-Health Plan Abortion-Related Travel
Benefit
Abortion related travel reimbursement outside of an ERISA Plan
• Reimbursements

taxable

• Reimbursements

outside of an ERISA plan do not enjoy ERISA preemption argument

• Requiring

medical documentation may result in the inadvertent creation of a health plan (subject to all
health plan compliance)

• Some

employers considering a broader based reimbursement program that offers a no questions asked
travel reimbursement benefit
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Potential Legal Risk of Aiding and Abetting Laws
• At

least two states (Texas and Oklahoma) have passed laws that impose civil liability on anyone who
pays for or reimburses abortion costs through insurance or otherwise to monetary penalties
• Bounty hunter provisions -- Unrelated person can sue person/entity that “assists” woman in obtaining
an abortion and recover at least $10,000 for each prohibited abortion

• Some

state laws impose criminal penalties on those who perform or induce abortion and could arguably
be stretched to cover a person who helps a woman obtain an abortion in another state by paying for
travel
- Most laws seem aimed more at abortion providers, but at least arguably, could extend to non-medical
person (i.e., health plan) facilitating travel

• Much

speculation about whether/how/circumstances under which these laws can be enforced or used
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Potential Legal Risk of Aiding and Abetting Laws (continued)
• ERISA

preemption arguments – ERISA preempts any and all state laws that relate to employee benefits

- ERISA preemption principles provide strong protection to an employer who reimburses abortion or
abortion related travel expenses for out-of-state abortions through a health plan
-

BUT, if state passes criminal sanctions, ERISA preemption may not apply

-

“Generally applicable” criminal laws are not preempted



But criminal laws that is either aimed or in practical terms applies more specifically to ERISA plan
operation may still be preempted

• Would

civil or criminal sanctions violate a constitutional right to travel?

- Justice Kavanaugh concurrence states the right to travel is constitutionally protected and suggested
states could not interfere with that right (via civil or criminal liability)
- But, unclear how many justices share Kavanaugh’s opinion
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Potential Legal Risk of Aiding and Abetting Laws (continued)
• The

practicality of enforcing aiding and abetting laws provides significant barrier

- Will a state with an abortion ban stop every woman of child-bearing age at the state border?
- Some prosecutors in states with strict laws have stated they will not enforce criminal sanctions
- Other states passing laws to protect providers and others who assist with legal abortions in their state
• Resolution

of these issues will come through litigation, but it will take some time to play out

• Real

impact of these laws is that even if state law allows abortion services in limited circumstances
(like Utah), the provider pool is likely to dry up
- Providers do not want to take risk
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Thank You
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